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Overview
This white paper details the accelerating business and market trend of
solid-state electrical infrastructure in buildings. It explores the implications
for increased safety and reliability within electrical infrastructure,
widespread and endpoint-specific energy monitoring, robust integration of
intelligence and greatly expanded functionality - all arising from the ability
to install modern solid-state solutions directly into the existing electrical
infrastructure and walls of buildings.
The document presents the development history of our current electrical
infrastructure and the evolving innovations being embedded within it.
The paper describes specific gaps in strategic market sectors, as well
as fundamental problems with today’s electrical infrastructure that
include fire and safety hazards, under-realized value from slow adoption
of innovative products, unnecessary product segmentation and regionspecific design, and more.
Through examination of the advantages gained through solid-state
architecture versus legacy electro-mechanical architecture, it seems
clear that these new technologies could deliver a demonstrably safer,
more connected and hyper-intelligent building electrical infrastructure.
In addition, it considers the market position of key players that have
announced IoT-connected or solid-state electrical solutions.
The value proposition outlined in this white paper for fully solid-state building electrical infrastructure is
significant. The wholesale upgrade potential of every electrical endpoint in every building on earth to safer,
more reliable solid-state architecture enables native intelligence and wireless connectivity to be embedded
directly into the building electrical grid. The implications of such whole-building coverage could be a
transformative catalyst triggering deeper adoption of smart systems that enable substantially more features
throughout every building market sector installed today.
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I. How Did We Get Here?
a) A Look Back at Modern Electrical (Ref. 1)
If Thomas Edison came back to life
in 2020, he would be amazed at the
scientific and technological progress
made since his death… until he opened
a circuit breaker, a wall switch, or an
outlet receptacle. He would find that
we still rely on bent metal, plastic,
springs, wires, coils, copper plates and
screws to control electricity delivery.
He may rightfully question why solidstate solutions - long popular in TVs,
computers and mobile devices - have
not been adopted into the electrical
infrastructure of buildings where
it could provide major safety and
functionality benefits.
Distribution of electricity got its start
in the late 19th century, introducing
humanity to the wonder of electric
lighting, but also burdening individuals
and building owners with a significant
risk of electrical malfunctions that
could quickly turn a building into a
smoldering pile of ashes.
Ever since, the industry has
consistently adopted new
technologies to solve the challenges
of electricity distribution. The first
safety measure introduced was to
separate bare wires from wooden
structures with porcelain insulators.
Not long after, in 1890, Thomas
Edison invented the fuse to help
protect the wiring and loads from
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over-current conditions that often led
to structure fires. Fuses continue to
protect structures today, 130 years
later. Thomas Edison also developed
the concept of the first circuit breaker,
though it took more than 50 years
for it to become widely used. Circuit
breakers protect loads and in-wall
wiring from overheating and greatly
reduce the risk of structure fires and
loss of human life.

today relying on simple mechanical
structures with no electronics or
advanced capabilities.
The most advanced receptacles
available include ground-fault circuit
interrupter (GFCI) protection to
prevent electrocutions, particularly
in wet areas, such as kitchens,
bathrooms, and garages. Similar
to ground-fault detecting circuit

Porcelain insulators, fuses, and circuit
breakers haven’t improved much
in the past 70 years, but modern
concerns are now accelerating
innovation. Recently, government
safety regulations intended to reduce
risk of fire and electrocution have
necessitated the creation of new,
safer circuit breaker designs that
include arc-fault and ground-fault
protections, but unfortunately these
devices are imperfect at best and are
prone to erroneous or “nuisance” trips
that require costly additional labor
and attention.
Cost can be a barrier to entry for
building owners, however, with
manufacturers selling new solid-state
circuit breakers at ten times the price
of conventional circuit breakers.
Wall receptacles and wall switches
have taken a similar technology path,
with the vast majority of receptacles
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breakers, these GFCI receptacles
include sensitive electronics to detect
a fault condition but continue to
rely upon 1950s electro-mechanical
architecture to open and close the
circuits.
Meanwhile, wall switches in 2020
present the same dangers as they
did 70 years ago, using electromechanical structures to open and
close the switch circuits. If you’ve
ever heard a “pop” when flipping a
light switch, you’ve experienced a
dangerous electrical arc. Electrical
arcs are generated when electricity
jumps through the air from one of
the switch’s conductors to the other,
forming a burst of plasma, which are
as hot as the surface of the sun and
can quickly spark a fire (Ref. 2).

2016 indicate there are 35,000 fire
department responses in the United
States each year for fires involving
electrical distribution and lighting
equipment equaling $1.3 billion in
annual property damage. Another
10,000 fire department responses
occur because of fires involving the
load, such as a malfunctioning clothes
dryer. Hundreds of people die each
year in these fires. Already, the latest
GFCI and AFCI technologies utilize
advanced solid-state intelligent
sensing components to protect from
electrocution and fires.
The value of these intelligent sensing
and control systems is that they

save lives. However, these “modern”
solutions still use electro-mechanical
switching that is slower, less reliable,
and far more likely to generate
electrical arcs than solid-state
solutions. Following the consistent
trend of increased electricity
consumption, which doubled from
1950 to 1980, then doubled again
from 1980 to 2018, the growing
number of appliances, devices and
endpoints we interact with daily
should be better protected against
electrical malfunctions (Ref. 4). As AC/
DC powered devices become more
pervasive in our homes, this landscape
could become increasingly dangerous
without innovation.

Dimmer switches were the first to
add solid-state “triac” technology to
the electrical circuits. These solidstate circuits helped reduce the heat
generated by archaic rheostats in
prior generations of dimmers. The
most advanced wall switches on the
market today include capacitive touch
displays and wireless controls for
convenience, although most of these
designs still rely on electromechanical
relays to control current.
National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) statistics (Ref. 3) for 2012 to
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b) Innovations Thomas Edison Would Recognize Today
As our revived Thomas Edison
learns about modern electrical
infrastructure, he’d view it alongside
the broader progress of technology
innovations all around us. He would
notice some evolution since his day,
but not at the pace of innovation
seen in many other sectors, such as
siliconization, Moore’s law, and others
that include:
•

Circuit Breakers – fuses
to toggle reset beakers:

Edison would notice a few key
advancements, particularly over
the last 70 years, such as the shift
from glass fuse circuit breakers
in the 1950’s to the toggle
switch-based circuit breakers
we see today. These updated
breakers offer an easy trip reset
versus fuse replacement and a
simplified means of de-energizing
a branch. But these products are
still largely electromechanicallybased and produce dangerous
live arcs that can cause fires.
As of 2015, research by the
Electrical Service Foundation
International (ESFI) found that
in the United States, arc faults
were responsible for 28,000
home fires, hundreds of injuries
and deaths, and more than $700
million in property damage each
year. (Ref. 5)
The circuit breaker market is now
dominated by a few very large
global players, such as Siemens,
Schneider, ABB, Eaton, Hager
Group, and others.
• Dimmer Switches: In the
early 1960’s, Lutron Electric
Company launched the first light
switch dimmer to raise and lower
the brightness of lights. Dimmer
switches are in high demand
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today with vast installations in
both residential and commercial
buildings. However, the advent of
new types of bulb technologies
such as fluorescent, halogen,
and LED has created numerous
undesirable lighting problems
from poor dimming control to
flicker. (Ref. 6)
•

Life-Safety Optimized
Outlets: GFCI outlets for
protection against electrocution:
In the 1970’s, Pass and Seymour
(now Legrand) launched the GFCI
(Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter)
to help protect people from
electrocution in areas of buildings
that have water present. GFCIs
and ground-fault detection go by
several different names globally,
such as residual current sensing
devices. Today, these devices
have a problematic failure rate
and cost due to their electromechanical architecture. In fact,
industry research discovered
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that roughly 1 in 5 GFCIs become
damaged and do not provide
ground fault protection after
surge events such as lightning
strikes, with failure rates as high
as 57 percent in lightning-prone
areas such as Southwest Florida.
(Ref. 7)
•

Smart Light Switches
and Outlets: More recently,
wireless radio silicon chips
were added to the electromechanical architecture of
outlets and switches to enable
wireless control and scheduled
automation. These products
typically have a maximum of one
or two functions. Outlets received
some market traction, particularly
when power metering was added,
while lighting solution switches
tied to a software or cloud control
platform saw more immediate
and robust adoption.
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с) Current Industry State: “Sit, Walk or Run…Don’t Wobble” A Zen Proverb
The relatively slow pace of
innovation in electrical products
and infrastructure is being driven
by multiple factors, including risk
aversion, the market’s inherent
economic structure and the resulting
business culture.
For example, both residential and
commercial electrical infrastructure
is a significant capital investment tied
to either new building construction
or building retrofit projects.
This economic model thrives on
consistency and tradition, because
many of the regulations and processes
discourage what might be called,
in other industries, test marketing
or "experimentation" with new
technologies. No builder wants to be
the one whose projects take longer
because of regulatory or safety
questions about new technologies;
and builders and contractors are
certainly conscious of any increase
in costs that affect both their bottom
line and their bids.
The market runs with proven
technologies, and, more often than
not, whatever is cheapest. The idea

and implementation of “disruptive
innovation” that’s made annual
smartphone releases so popular
simply cannot gain traction in an
industry where change can be
expensive for business owners and
necessitate additional training and
education of staff or contractors.
These barriers for adoption of
innovation are exacerbated by the

fact that manufacturers of electrical
products and infrastructure have
significant economic stake with
builders and electrical contractors
installing their current lines. Some
contractors also contribute to the
industry’s glacial pace of innovation
by choosing to rely on tried-and-true
products and methods, while refusing
to consider new technologies or learn
new best practices.

“The classic residential builder litmus test for any new solution or expense is two simple questions:
1. Does it enable me to sell the house faster or for more profit?
2. And will it save me money on equipment, installation time or service calls?
If the answer to both of these is ‘no’, adoption will not occur.”
  Andy Hughes, Market Intelligence Analyst and Advisor for Residential Building Industry
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ci) The Problems
Nearly every building on Earth relies
on electro-mechanical breakers,
switches and receptacles. The
installation dynamic is often heavily
regulated and standardized by
government codes, so electrical
contractors must be both certified
and experienced for every step of
the installation process. Once they
know the process, however, no
training or education is required
unless a regulation changes or some
innovation is introduced.

As the pace of technological
innovation in various industries
continues to accelerate, electrical
infrastructure is being left further and
further behind the curve. When the
smartphone in your pocket provides
more functionality and intelligence
than an entire high rise building or
home, it’s pretty clear the electrical
and digital needs of the people
using those buildings will inevitably
overstress the building’s capabilities
and infrastructure. The exploding

popularity of both single-purpose
and multi-function electronic devices
throughout homes and buildings has
played a significant role in the U.S.
doubling its electricity usage every 30
years.
Legacy electrical systems and
any connected electronics can be
damaged by power surges, and
worse, can spark electrical fires. Even
relatively new GFCI (circa. 1971,
Ref. 7) and AFCI (Circa. 1999, Ref.
8) technologies are not effective
solutions. In fact, they often increase
costs and troubleshooting issues
because of pervasive accidental or
“nuisance” trips that can require
expensive contractor visits. At an
average of about $200 per visit, or
“truck roll”, U.S. home and business
owners waste $10s of millions
every year on customer service that
wouldn’t be required if infrastructure
was more intelligent and automated.
Despite growing systemic problems,
the U.S.’s current electrical
infrastructure and electrical
installation industry inherently
creates inertia against change,
because any change breeds
uncertainty, and businesses in general
despise uncertainty.
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II. Eye on the Prize:
a) The Implications of Solid-state Electrical Infrastructure and Products
Several major manufacturers have
begun investing in and researching
innovative electrical products that
eliminate danger and complications
inherent in our current infrastructure.
Additionally, several startups are
focused on leveraging electrical
infrastructure and evolving how we
manage and use it. Some companies,
such as Leviton, are focused on nearterm enhancements to connectivity
that enable fast time-to-market
because they are compatible with
existing technical architecture.
The company’s announcement of a
connected load-center circuit breaker
system made a big splash in this
regard (Ref. 9).
This incremental approach makes
sense for established global
manufacturers, but greatly limits the
speed of innovation by focusing on
one small advancement at a time,
instead of reimagining things from
the ground up based on revolutionary
ideas and technologies. At the same
time, other companies are introducing
market-disrupting innovations,
including solid-state solutions:
ABB has announced a solid-state
“concept” circuit breaker, targeted
largely towards commercial and
industrial applications. While it
© Amber Solutions, Inc
2020

includes integrated software and
intelligence, it is not a wirelesslyconnected solution. Eaton and
Schneider Electric have also
announced smart circuit breakers.
(Ref. 10, 11)
Atom Power is a late-stage startup
in the emerging solid-state smart
circuit breaker space that has
received corporate venture funding
from Eaton, Schneider Electric and
Siemens, as well as other funders. The
company has the first UL listed solidstate circuit breaker. Its new line of
circuit breakers is currently available
exclusively through a commercial/
industrial sector program and are
priced significantly higher than today’s
mechanical breakers. (Ref. 12)

BLIXT is a startup that is shipping
evaluation kits for its solid-state
circuit breaker with connectivity and
embedded software intelligence.
BLIXT seems to be targeting the
commercial and industrial spaces,
charging $2,400 USD equivalent for
their evaluation kit. (Ref. 13)
Amber Solutions is a startup that
is taking a broader approach to
innovation, having announced
development of a wide portfolio
of solid-state electrical products
including smarter circuit breakers,
outlets, switches, dimmers, GFCIs and
more. (Ref. 14)
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Building on its significant library of patents, pending
patents and other intellectual property, Amber’s
technologies enable it to target many key parts of the
building electrical grid, effectively upgrading every
electrical endpoint in residential, commercial and
industrial buildings through a solid-state architecture with
embedded intelligence. Amber aims to create a hyperintelligent solid-state electrical infrastructure that is so
advanced, and solves so many systemic industry issues,
that it creates true market disruption from the previous
50+ years of electrical grid innovation.
The company’s main innovation is the digital control of
electricity in solid-state architecture. Its AC/ DC power
conversion and AC switching technologies can be mixed
and matched in solid-state architecture to fundamentally
change the way electricity is managed, expanding how
electrical product manufacturers can think about architecting their products and the new value they can deliver.

Amber will also deliver an agnostically compatible
software/cloud solution to leverage its hardware portfolio
as a whole-building system for advanced control and
monitoring of energy usage, environment and human
presence.
This second electrical revolution is being driven by two
key technologies: software that allows digital control
of electricity and solid-state hardware that enables the
software to be used in real world applications. New
software allows the 1s and 0s of algorithms, firmware,
software and embedded machine learning to be leveraged
more fully within buildings, while solid-state architecture
allows this breakthrough to be fully realized. The
combined architecture enables software intelligence to be
embedded directly into electrical products in the electrical
infrastructure and therefore into the building structure
itself.

The overall advantages of solid-state electrical architecture are significant:
• More Reliable: Designs that require minimal or no moving parts inherently provide higher reliability and longevity.
• Faster = Safer: Solid-state architecture enables actions to be performed substantially faster and safer than
mechanical parts are capable of, including nearly instantaneous solid-state circuit breaker trips, eliminating
electrical arcs.
• Size Reduction = Feature Expansion: Because solid-state electrical components can be up to 90 percent
smaller than traditional mechanical components, it’s possible to aggregate currently disparate smart
products and functions, such as motion detectors, gas detectors, voice sensors, occupancy sensors or
temperature sensors in a single gang box device that declutters, simplifies and enhances user control of indoor
environments.
• Smarter: Solid-state architecture is ideal for housing algorithms and firmware, so on-the-fly machine to
machine control (M2M) and machine learning intelligence (ML) can be housed within the infrastructure itself.
This level of functionality and performance is difficult or impossible to achieve in electro-mechanical devices.
When stacked together, the company believes these advantages represent a transformative upgrade in electrical
infrastructure, potentially the most significant advent for electricity in decades. In fact, the changes in design, product
strategy and value proposition enabled by Amber’s solutions, may open a world of opportunities for building systems and
building intelligence that has not yet been realized, in part because buildings’ electrical infrastructures were a limiting
factor. With Amber's technology breakthroughs, the Company believes this limitation is no longer a barrier.
”Amber’s solid-state sensors and control platform provide new pathways to integrate proactive controls for health,
security, efficiency, and convenience into the existing infrastructure of homes and businesses. Like all technical
disruption, the technology has the potential to be both intuitive and empowering for users to improve their daily lives.
Crucially, the installation can be performed using established practices, and the controls can be dynamically
upgraded and refined in the background by homemakers or PhD electrical engineers, as is appropriate. The
potential of this integrated system mirrors smartphones - if they had been introduced when the average consumer
still used rotary phones.”
CR Herro, Vice President – Innovation at Meritage Homes
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b) The Solid-State Electrical Revolution May Also Be an IoT Revolution
In addition to modernizing our electrical infrastructure
to enhance reliability and safety, solid-state technologies
also greatly simplify the placement and use of modern
connectivity solutions and sensors in every room or
hallway.
In both the residential home and commercial building
markets, key dynamics have limited market penetration of
smart systems, such as security, surveillance, automation

and access control. Or these dynamics have narrowed the
scope of smart system installations, and therefore reduced
the value returned. For example, despite consistent media
excitement and constant improvements, the penetration of
residential security and automation systems in the U.S. is
below 30 percent. This market footprint has been virtually
stagnant, or seen only slow growth for several years,
despite increasing consumer appetite for smart, connected
homes.

“The smart home experience will benefit greatly from the convergence of multiple single use-case sensors into a single device,
especially devices that already have a physical footprint in traditional construction. This approach can simplify installation,
reduce overall cost, increase functionality, and deliver enhanced effectiveness by fusing data for multiple use cases.
Amber Solutions’ unique approach to combining multiple sensors into a single solid-state, smart electrical wall outlet, switch
or circuit breaker, provides unprecedented efficiencies that will likely be of great interest to developers, builders and owners of
properties seeking to increase value through retrofits and upgrades. The pre-installation of such feature-rich devices provides
a ready-made platform for electrical safety, security, energy management, and smart lighting use cases, among others.”
Brad Russell, Research Director - Connected Home, Parks Associates

Solid-state electrification may
transform and accelerate smart
system capabilities and adoption in
unprecedented ways, because its use
in electrical infrastructure is new,
"novel" in the advantages it affords.
Imagine if every wall, room and
corridor throughout an entire
building was smart, powered directly
by the electrical infrastructure and
not from battery powered “lick ‘n
stick” smart devices. Imagine every
outlet and light switch, every ceiling
lighting-can, and even the central
circuit breaker panel itself, using
solid-state components to deliver
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much safer, more reliable operation.
Imagine electrical endpoints and
appliances with integrated machine
learning that improves safety and
energy savings without any human
interaction. Imagine if every one
of these locations in a building was
connected, empowering each wall in
each room with 10x the sensing and
control capability of an entire ADT
“smart” home.
Imagine if every one of these outlet
and switch locations was embedded
with new types of sensors for whole
building awareness that detail the
real-time health of the environment

for humans. Imagine if residential
security / automation systems and
commercial systems could tap into
this existing foundation of solid-state
intelligence infrastructure - and
leverage these enhanced connectivity
and sensing capabilities to provide
better environment monitoring and
management, as well as reduce the
need for standalone sensors and
installations. Imagine if the disparate
systems for security, life safety,
access and automation could all tap
this infrastructure to deliver a more
comprehensive, interoperable and
unified means to monitor and control
an entire building.
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III. The Amber Difference

a) Solid-state Based Energy Infrastructure, Embedded with IoT Intelligence
Most of the companies targeting
solid-state building electrical grid
innovations are focused on improving
and modernizing circuit breaker
technology, load-centers and breaker
products. Some players are even
focused on supporting upstream
electrical management and delivery at
the utility and electrical delivery level.
Amber is different. Backed by a
technology portfolio that enables
digital control of electricity in
every electrical endpoint, Amber’s
innovations present a far bigger
landscape of potential products and
connectivity benefits. This breadth
of opportunity is made possible by
Amber’s solid-state power control,
solid-state power conversion, ground
fault/residual current sensing, circuit
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interruption, 3-way switching with
dimming, LED bulbs and drivers (with
universal compatibility and flickerless dimming), data privacy, heuristic
algorithms and predictive analytics.
When these breakthroughs are
mixed, matched and productized into
hardware/software/cloud solutions,
the Amber-powered product
opportunities extend downstream
to every electrical endpoint in
residential, commercial and even
industrial buildings. By digitizing
and miniaturizing into solid-state
architecture the power control
components of circuit breakers, gang
box products and appliances, Amber’s
technologies aid the integration
of more sensors, smarter energy
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management with energy savings and
expanded control functions. Viewed
individually, these products deliver
highly competitive features. Used
collectively, they become more than
the sum of their parts, enabling a
unique solid-state based safety, power
management and IoT connectivity
eco-system that has not yet been
achieved.
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b) Solving REAL Industry issues, not just offering a new “technology option”
Amber’s value is also more
fundamental, as its breakthroughs
solve multiple real-world problems
that the industry faces. As one
example, Amber’s core technologies
have global compatibility through its
dynamic on-demand power delivery
intelligence. Amber’s technologies
embed modern intelligence
(algorithms and AI in firmware) in
solid-state architecture that can
dynamically understand the input
voltage range from 60 Volts to 580
Volts, and then– on the fly -deliver
any specific voltage a connected
device requires. This breakthrough
solution means one power system
can work globally and dramatically
reduce manufacturing cost in
products or reduce sku proliferation
when companies expand to other
Geo regions with different power
requirements.

Amber’s digital control of electricity
embedded directly into building
electrical products themselves could
make nuisance AFCI and GFCI trips a
thing of the past. The technology also
completely eliminates the possibility
of arc-fault fires, because there are no
moving parts and thus no opportunity
for electricity to arc.
Additionally, Amber’s solid-state
architecture with native intelligence
turns every outlet into a mini circuitbreaker. These outlets, as well as
Amber powered light switches and
even Amber powered power cords can
literally eliminate the effects of power
surges without sacrificing either
Amber's architecture or the product
the technology powers. With Amber’s
ability to digitally manage power
flowing to specific devices, common
sources of wasted power could be

greatly reduced, including ‘phantom
power’ from ubiquitous charging
dongles and appliances that hibernate
in a “standby” mode instead of truly
powering down. And through this
same function, Amber powers true
flicker-less dimming of LED lights.
Finally, Amber’s success in reducing
the size of power supply system’s
forever changes manufacturing
requirements and enables more
automated manufacturing with fewer
hand-built components.
This Amber-powered solid-state
electrical infrastructure with
integrated connectivity and
intelligence could transform every
electrical endpoint in the world into
a new energy management and IoT
foundation: a true second electrical
evolution.

c) Who Cares About Solid-State Electrical Infrastructure?
The advantages of a solid-state
electrical infrastructure upgrade are
two-fold. First, the new technology
affords a truly modern energy
management and savings solution
that adds value to new buildings
and renovation projects. Second,
installation professionals gain the
ability to leverage an exponentially
wider array of IoT sensors and control
capabilities, integrated directly into
the electrical grid of buildings. This
unique level of sensing, environment
awareness, automated control and
data collection could change the value
proposition, and even potentially
the economic model, of every major
smart building system today. In the
end, everyone from product providers
and system integrators, to home and
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business owners, and even silicon
chip makers, could realize enormous
lifestyle and/or business benefits
from intelligent solid-state electrical
devices.
For example, here are two cases
showing the potential benefits for
stakeholders:

Builders and electrical product
manufacturers could reduce postoccupancy support costs through
instant wireless push notifications of
events and internet connectivity that
enables remote circuit breaker resets
and other common fixes without
requiring a truck roll.

Property managers,
maintenance employees and
building managers will have realtime whole-building awareness of
energy usage, so if a circuit breaker
trips, they could immediately know
exactly what happened and where it
occurred, versus the time-consuming
process of manually viewing the
breaker and then searching for a
downstream problem area.
There are a range of others who
could benefit as well, including
electricians and electrical contractors,
CEDIA smart platform providers
and installers, and providers of
commercial fire protection, access
control and building automation
systems.
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IV. Conclusion
Solid-state Electrical Architecture could be a Transformational Market Catalyst
- the Advent of a Second Electrical Revolution
The pace of technological innovation
today is faster than ever before. The
market potential for smart, hyperconnected and hyper-intelligent
buildings may not be just significant,
but potentially transformative to the
modern human experience.
Embedded building intelligence can
expand our definitions of building
infrastructure and “IoT devices” by
delivering a wide range of advantages
from enhanced safety and optimized
energy usage to advanced automation
with embedded machine learning
intelligence. Through constant
monitoring and awareness of
environmental conditions, along with
streams of data on the building’s
“health” and utility processes, every
building could be made healthier,
safer, more productive and more
comfortable for the people who use it.
There may soon come a time when
technological breakthroughs,
government regulations and/or
new value propositions will become
catalysts for adoption of solid-state
technologies that enable virtually
unlimited capabilities. Solid-state
devices (ICs) will become cheaper
and add more features, giving every
manufacturer the opportunity
to create and embed enhanced
algorithms and control software
directly into products that integrate
into the existing infrastructure of
buildings.
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Out of the handful of companies
spearheading the solid-state
revolution, Amber’s breakthrough
IP, product portfolio and go-tomarket strategy position it as one
of the the most transformative
and best-prepared companies to
encourage widespread adoption of
this revolutionary solution. While
other players pursue specific utilityand grid-level solid-state electrical
products, Amber’s breakthroughs
target the very foundation of
electricity control in buildings that
can be applied in outlets, switches,
electrical cords for any appliance or
device, and basically anything that
runs on electricity. Amber could even
offer industrial IoT (IIoT) advantages
in the future for appliances to track
energy usage and failure rates.
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According to Founder, President
& CEO Thar Casey, “Amber’s core
innovations are truly disruptive and
will hasten the retirement of outdated
electro-mechanical solutions that
are hampered by limited safety,
intelligence and connectivity options.
By giving home and building owners
the ability to embed countless IoT
devices and sensors in existing
spaces without invasive retrofitting
or reconstruction, Amber is defining
where yesterday’s electrical wiring
ends and where the second electrical
revolution begins.”
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